LOG LUNCH
Enjoy locally-sourced, freshly-made vegetarian lunch and environmental talk.
$3 cash, reservations required at ces.williams.edu

WILLIAMS FARMS: CES SUMMER GRANTS FOR FARMING EXPERIENCE & EDUCATION

Nicholas Bollman ‘26, Emma Sandstrom ‘26, Campbell Leonard ‘25

CES SUMMER GRANT PRESENTATION: DAKOTA PIPELINE, LAKE ALGAL BLOOMS, FERTILIZER, CIVIL WAR MONUMENTS
Marta Symkowich ‘25, Ryleigh Emmert ‘26, Abby Murphy ‘25, Ella Ball ‘25

MOUNTAIN DAY MAKEUP
*If Mountain Day is on October 6 or October 13 then those speakers will present on October 20!*

CLIMATE CHANGE LAW: PERSPECTIVES FROM INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE EPA

Scan the QR code to visit our website and learn more about Williams Center for Environmental Studies or visit ces.williams.edu